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Main Line Engineering

August 4, 2006

Dr. Dale E. Klein
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Re: Health and Safety of the Public

Dear Dr. Klein:

If the charter of the NRC is to protect public health and safety, I fail to see how forcing the shutdown of
nuclear power plants due to elevated river water temperatures serves that interest. My thesis is that more
people (particularly the elderly) will be injured or perhaps die if they lose electric power during a pro-
longed heat-wave than would be injured by the design-basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) that might
occur during that same heat-wave. I am extremely confident in this thesis because heat-waves that
threaten the stability of the electric-grid happen every summer. In the meantime, the probability of a
LOCA coincident with a particular heat-wave is infinitesimally small (probably in the range of 1 x 10-9
per year).

Most nuclear plants have technical specifications that require plant shutdowns within several hours of
exceeding some maximum river water temperature. These temperatures are typically above the highest
temperature ever recorded in the river. At the same time, heat-waves that are compounded by drought
conditions leave extremely small margins-,betýee1, reorded temperature• and these limits. Some day
soon, the limits will be reahed.The& shutdown of a 1i200 mega-watt (electric) generator (and possibly

multiple units) because river temperature increases from 88.9 0F to 89.1°F (with an 890F limit based on
computer analyses with substantial margins) is a policy that I personally wouldn't want to have to defend
in the public square. Such shutdowns would likely impose severe consequences on the electric-grid.

I am a 40-year experienced nuclear professional-engineer with nuclear operating experience from the U.S.
Navy submarine force. I have no stake in this letter other than to express a long-held concern that the pol-
icy that would shutdown an otherwise completely operational nuclear power plant in the midst of a life-
threatening heat-wave should be reconsidered in light of the real impact on public health and safety. I
would be pleased to discuss this issue with you or your staff should you so desire.

Sincerely,

Theod~r J. DelGaiz,.P• Esq.
President and CEO
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